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ARTIST PLATFORM 

MAKE IT RIGHTS ( NOT LEFT ) 



PMG  
PRART MUSIC GROUP Co., Ltd. 
 
Over 20 years of experience in music and  
entertainment industry such as Overdrive  
Guitar Magazine, Prart Music Institute,  
PMG Music Events & Music Education  
International Concert Promoter & Organizer,  
TV & Radio program, Records Company,  
and many more parts in music industry. 

OUR STORY 



GOALS 
 
We look forward to be one of the leader in  
musicentertainment industry,Television and  
Music education by keeping our goals at  
producing quality media, musicians with  
standards and ability to fit in with every  
scenes of this industry. 
 
Furthermore we are looking to expand our  
business and income by being an agency for  
rights trading and concert events managing  
to add more reputation and even expand our  
main business to catch up with the latest  
technology in this 4.0 era by OVD platform. 

OUR STORY 



PRART AROONRUNGSI 
 
Founder and CEO of PMG who developed  
every product, service and idea also a successor  
in this line of business for over 30 years.  
More than that he’s a success Guitarist, Composer,  
Music virtuoso and music business man. 

OUR STORY 



OVERDRIVE GUITAR MAGAZINE  
 
Overdrive guitar magazine is one of the creation  
that has reached the 20th year anniversary this  
year(2018) yet created many artist and new  
generation of musicians from contents,lesson, 
competition and talent shows on televisions like, 
rock dream team, jazz dream team, open stage,  
yes we can on 108 MUSIC of Thai PBS channel  
and Line TV . 

OUR STORY 



OVERDRIVE LIVE 
 
Recently we created Overdrive Live on Line TV  
Music Online TV that has creative contents. 
With music competition shows like Overdrive  
guitar contest,Overdrive drum fact, and latest  
the Youth band contest. 
 
From all above, we created many quality musicians  
to our music industry 

OUR STORY 



OVD 
 
Overdrive is creating an innovation with OVD, A  
cryptocurrency that will expand from things that  
Overdrive has worked on over 20 years. 
 
OVD is build on Overdrive’s creation and projects with  
new services for copyrights and intellectual property  
that is very important nowadays for ones who has  
A creative mind,With the BLOCKCHAIN technology  
there’s nothing to worry about copyrights and pirating  
anymore because of its transparency allows everyone  
to trace to the source.  
 
OVD will be the solution and add value to every intellect
ual property from now and so on. 

OUR STORY 



What is OVD ? 



Multimedia Copyright on Blockchain  
 
 

What is OVD ? 

1.  Multimedia Copyright on Blockchain  
 
OVD is a Token (currency) that will manage the  
Multimedia Copyright on the Blockchain system,  
also a user friendly E-Commerce system by taking  
care of Copyrights trading in a very simple way  
that can be called a semi-digital store. 
 
This platform is an expansion service that will serve  
as a plug in for the main system without interrupting  
the main system. 
 
Also new users will be able to use this service as an  
E-store. 



Entertainment & Event Platform 
 
We will create a main platform for entertainment  
industry which will be a full scale servicing such as  
ticketing,reservation, refund and E-store. Every  
service on this platform will be a cashless service  
on the blockchain by using OVD token including  
every scale of festivals,concerts and events,  
Concerts from superstar artists in OVD will be  
support by OVD token and this will improve the  
circulation for OVD token. 

What is OVD ? 

2.  



Artist Platform 
 
OVD will create CSV Music & Entertainment  
campaign based on our multimedia copyright  
and entertainment platform which will be an  
opportunity for talented people to develop  
to a superstar that will be in the OVD Artist  
platform. 
 
OVD will create a music & entertainment  
Campaign that will support OVD copyright and  
OVD Entertainment platform for talented people  
to develop to a superstar that will be in the  
OVD Artist platform. 

What is OVD ? 

3.  



How it Works ? 



How it Works ? 
OVD also creates an artist  
platform that has music &  
entertainment campaigns,  
This will be an opportunity  
to improve the skills of talented  
people who wants to get bigger  
and reach for their goals by put  
this campaign on our Artist platform. 
 
 

OVD will work on Entertainment & Event platforms that will also be a cashless platform  
by using OVD token on Ticketing,Reserve & Refund, E-store. Eververy process will be  
easy with the usage of E-wallet whether it be festival,concerts and events,OVD token  
users will get many exclusives gift like Meet & Greet with the artist or special price for  
merchandises. The movement and usage of OVD token will be add up by Artists,celebrities 
or superstars in the event line up. 
 

MULTIMEDIA COPYRIGHT  
PLATFORM on BLOCKCHAIN  
will make every purchase  
traceable and evident, By  
using OVD token will make  
every Copyright  sales and  
purchases easier, User friendly
like using a simple application 
on Desktop or Mobile, Anytime
anywhere 



MULTIMEDIA COPYRIGHT PLATFORM 



MULTIMEDIA COPYRIGHT PLATFORM 

- 0 ฿ Low income from trading rights. 
Increase chances and opportunity  
to trade Rights with a simple and  
Transparent process. 

Process of trading rights is  
Complex and hard to understand.  

Make every process simple with  
mobile application and desktop. 

Contract transparency is hard  
and take a long time to trace. 

By using Blockchain technology,  
All data will be traceable. 

PROBLEM 

HARD 

SLOW 

EASY 

FAST 

+ 10 ฿ 

SOLUTION 

How it Works ? 



MULTIMEDIA COPYRIGHT PLATFORM 

With all holes in the process  
make it easy to be corrupt. 

Traceable system that everyone  
can Re-check the process. 

There’s no system that  
directly take care of the  
process of rights trading. 

Use blockchain technology to  
take care of all data. 

Pioneers and creator need  
a system thatthey can rely on.   

Support every project that  
needs a copyright protection. 

PROBLEM 

OVD 

Payment to the owner  
With lack of transparency. 

With blockchain system every  
payment can be traceable. ? 

SOLUTION 

How it Works ? 



Blockchain to solve the problem 

Project owner hold the  
OVD token to register. 

Create your project  
with informations. 

Archive and publicize on OVD. 

Every transaction will
 be on blockchain. 

Buyers get proof  
of payment. 

Copyright : Registration, Archive, Publicize, Rights trading. 

OVD 

Smart contract will  
take care of the payment. 

Trading confirmatio
n by OVD system. 

How it Works ? 



ENTERTAINMENT & EVENTS PLATFORM  



No flawless cashless  
system for events. 

Ideal main cashless  
system for events . 

Demand of quality events, also  
the high price for quality events.  

Create and import quality  
events and Use OVD coin  
for a better price. 

Fake ticket, ticketing mistake. 
Ownership clarification to  
prevent fake tickets. 

ENTERTAINMENT & EVENTS PLATFORM  

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

How it Works ? 



Tickets trading is complicate  
and unsecured. 

Make tickets exchanging  
simple and safer. 

Customers and fans cannot  
choose the event’s Line up. 

OVD holder can create and  
make a crowdfunding for their  
own events. 

SAFE 

ENTERTAINMENT & EVENTS PLATFORM  

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

No main platform that  
Can be a center for all. 

Create a main platform that  
will be theCenter for all investors. 

How it Works ? 



Entertainment & Event Platform  

Create and import quality events  
And Use OVD coin for a better price. 

Create a cashless platform  
for entertainment events. 

Ownership clarification to  
prevent fake tickets. 

Make tickets exchanging  
simple and safer. 

OVD coin holder that met the required  
coins can create crowdfunding  their  
own events on OVD’s platform. 

Also general OVD coin holder can  
make a vote for OVD to create  
their favorite events. 

How it Works ? 

Create a cashless platform for entertainment events. 



ARTIST PLATFORM 



Opportunity for artists still  
unfair in the industry. 

By creating CSV campaign we  
will give a fair opportunity for  
Talented People who wants to  
be in the industry. 

Chances for new artists to  
work with professional  

is near impossible.  

Give an opportunity to anyone who wa
nts to work with professional artists. 

Your own project doesn’t  
pay enough. 

Join OVD to be a bigger star. 

ARTIST PLATFORM 

PROBLEM SOLUTION 

How it Works ? 



Artist Platform 
CSV Entertainment & Music Campaign 

Register the artist to OVD copyright a
nd OVD entertainment platform. 04 

Big star has value in the market. 03 

From talented people develop  
to a bigger star. 02 

Create a CSV campaign  
to find talented people. 01 

A 

How it Works ? 



ROADMAP 



OVD ROADMAP 

2018 

Create CSV music campaign  
for finding new talented artists  

And develop them to be a big star. 

Create 3 main OVD platform. 

Start using OVD entertainment platform
 with local music industries. 

Create concerts & events  
8 times/year for coin buyers. 

OVD 



2019 

Use the OVD big star artist to add value  
to the platform that will lead into OVD’s  

copyright and entertainment platform. 

Create OVD festival for entertainments and events platform  
to be an ideal for cashless system by OVD coin 

Expand the entertainment and events platform  
to also cover sports and exhibition industries. 

Start multimedia copyright platform and cooperate  
with Asian music industries to increase the number of users. ASIAN 

OVD ROADMAP 



Push OVD multimedia copyright  
to the international level. 

2020 

Make OVD platform as  a center  
for promoters and other events. 

OVD coin holders can vote for  
their favorite entertainment & events  

by using OVD coin. 

OVD big star from artist platform  
make value in international market. 

Create OVD annual international events  
that will add more value to OVD coin. EVENTS 

OVD ROADMAP 



Expand OVD copyright platform from  
multimedia system for products and  

service that needs a system to proof  
every item on blockchain. 

2021 

Cooperate with international  
Copyright company for OVD  

copyright platform on blockchain. 

Continue to produce new  
big star artist for OVD platform. 

Expand the OVD usage  
For every lifestyle. 

Create OVD development to  
support other interesting project  
from other developers. 

OVD ROADMAP 



  

2022 

OVD-Coin & Platform  
will be the answer  
for every lifestyle. 

OVD ROADMAP 



TEAM 



TEAM 

PRART AROONRUNGSI  
CEO / FOUNDER  

SANGCHAN MEAKPOTI 
CFO / FOUNDER  

WANCHALERM LANGKAWIKET 
Chief Blockchain Officer  



ADVISOR 



ADVISOR 

SOUVIK DUTTA 
Founder, President  

at Abstract Logix Records  
& Distribution 

JUDE GOLD 
Editor at Guitar Player magazine  
Hosts a popular guitar podcast  

“No Guitar Is Safe;”  
Director of the guitar program  

at Musicians Institute 
Member of classic  

rock band Jefferson Starship. 

BILLY SHEEHAN 
World-class American Musician 
Bassist with Talas, Steve Vai,  

David Lee Roth, Mr. Big,  
Niacin, and The Winery Dogs. 

JOOB 
VUDTINUN BHIROMBHAKDI 

CEO of Muzik Move Records 
Singer, Actor, TV Host 



NEUNG 
JAKKAWAL SAOTHONGYUTTITUM 

Pianist, Commentators, Composer,  
Arranger, Producer, Music Director  

ADVISOR 

POL. MAJ. GEN.  
SIRIPONG TIMULA 

OHM  
CHATREE KONGSUWAN 

Artist, Musician, Composer, Producer 
CEO of RPG (Grammy), Mister Music 

MANOCH PUTTAL 
TV Host, Writer,  

Artist, Storyteller, Guitarist 
CEO of Milestone Records 



THE TOYS  
THANWA BOONSUNGNANDA 

Pop Star, Artist, Composer,  
Singer, Guitarist 

ADVISOR 

KONG 
SAHARAT SANGKAPREECHA 

Actor, Artist, Singer,  
Commentators, Guitarist 

CHOMPOO FRUITY 
SUDHIPONG VATANAJANG 

Actor, Singer, Commentator, Composer  
Ex Ceo of RS Promotion 



MAKE IT RIGHTS ( NOT LEFT ) 


